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Preservation of hunting, working
and primitive aboriginal breeds
After domestication of the wolf, evolutionary changes
in the dog went through three successive and overlapping
time periods: 1) primitive aboriginal dogs, 2) cultured
breeds and 3) show-pet dogs. Now, all hunting and
working breeds are threatened by genetic pollution and
replacement with genetically crippled show-pet dogs.
Conservation of aboriginal breeds is possible only if
they are preserved as parts of their natural habitat, including
their work and way of life. Unfortunately, people abandon
a traditional way of life along with the dogs of their
ancestors even in parts of the world remote from industrial
centers. In the long run, the future of the majority of
primitive aboriginal dogs seems rather bleak. However,
there are a few hopeful projects subsidized by governments
and charitable funds aimed at preservation of aboriginal
dogs within their environment. In Bulgaria, Atila and Sider
Sedefchevs are working on the preservation of the whole
natural complex of their country, including the Karakachan
dog, the Karakachan sheep and the Karakachan horse. The
project covers predators as well, such as bears and wolves,
without which the work of the Karakachan dog would not
be needed. In Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan
livestock guarding dogs became recognized as national

breeds and they are still used for protection of sheep in
open mountain pastures. Sheep guarding dogs were
imported to the United States of America from several
countries of their origin. Therefore, they represent a mixed
stock. Nevertheless, they originated only out of aboriginal
dogs of similar functional purpose and now form a healthy
population. Interesting work on preservation and
restoration of national livestock protecting dogs is being
done in Portugal and sled dogs and reindeer herding dogs in
Russia.
The same is going on with aboriginal sight hounds.
However, some of them are represented by both working
and show lines and genetic exchange between the two may
ruin the working lines.
Attempts to rescue aboriginal dogs by breeding them in
an urban environment with a plan to return them back in
their home country when economic situation improves may
help, but only as a temporary measure. There are several
pedigreed breeds derived out of aboriginal dogs and
adopted by major kennel clubs. Trying to save them this
way is as futile as saving Siberian tigers by breeding them
in zoos, while their habitats in Siberia are vanishing.
If aboriginal dogs continue to be used and bred for
hunting or other traditional service in countries of their
origin or elsewhere, they could survive and remain with
us indefinitely.
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Preservation of hunting and other actively performing
cultured breeds is more hopeful. There are many good
strains used and selected for active performance specific of
the breed. Using several strains of one breed for periodic
genetic exchange would be helpful to maintain
heterozygosis. A major obstacle in preservation of hunting
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dogs is the shortage or even absence of land and game for
hunting. If we want to save hunting and other physically
performing dogs as national heritage of humankind, lands
for hunting with dogs are needed. This can be easily done
without hurting wildlife communities, because traditional
species hunted with dogs are usually abundant in every
suitable habitat, are not threatened by extinction and they
easily rebound. Even the wolf, if its populations increased
to a sustainable level, can be hunted with Borzois,
Staghounds and Taigans. It is debated whether or not the
Chart Polski and the Hortaya Borzaya, popular among
Russian hunters, are different breeds. They are very similar,
except in one meaningful in evolutionary sense which is
obvious. The Chart Polski is a show-pet breed, but the
Hortaya is a hunting breed. To save the Chart Polski from
degeneration its breeders and users have to be hunters. Dog
breeds developed for active performance should avoid
crossbreeding with show-pet strains to avoid genetic
contamination by hereditary ailments. Bad genes do not
fade away, do not become absorbed or eliminated except by
patient line breeding and culling. To avoid this time
consuming work, it is better to stay away from show lines.
Feral populations of dogs founded by cultured breeds
also deserve preservation. They are biologically superior
over pedigreed strains of show breeds and are valuable for
evolutionary studies and as a potential source of healthy
and intelligent puppies to be kept as house pets and as
service dogs in different capacities.
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